The colourfully nicknamed United States Army general "Mad" Anthony Wayne was a popular hero of the American Revolutionary War (1775) (1776) (1777) (1778) (1779) (1780) (1781) (1782) (1783) and the subsequent decades of wars fought to colonize the Ohio Country. Indeed, nineteenth-century Americans seem to have almost competed to commemorate his legacy through place names such as Fort Wayne, Indiana, at least fifteen Wayne Counties, and several dozen towns and townships named directly or indirectly in his honour. Yet despite his past fame, Wayne is a peripheral founding figure today -even when considered within an expanded pantheon of the United States' founders. In her elegantly written new biography, historian Mary Stockwell seeks to alter this state of affairs, situating Wayne's life and military legacy in the company of more celebrated figures while crafting a narrative that moves gracefully across four decades and between two continents.
Wayne's numerous letters form the heart of the study, and Stockwell makes good use of this trove to present "Mad" Anthony as a figure rich in complexity. He emerges from the pages of Unlikely General as both a military hero and a disgraced politician whose sometimes-reckless bravery, temperamental humour, and dandified appearance obscured the character of a man who was "one of the best letter writers of his generation"(25). Although many (perhaps most) biographers rely on their subjects' correspondence for material, Stockwell understands that Wayne's letters offer a unique opportunity to explore the life of a general dubbed "Mad" Anthony, a warrior and a writer whose prose possessed "a kind of rising and falling action that betrayed his love of literature and his appreciation for a well-turned phrase"(25). It is through this deep understanding of her subject and source base that Stockwell reveals how Wayne would become the unlikely general who led the United States' successful response to a military disaster that threatened the nation's expansionist agenda and George Washington's presidency.
Anthony was the son of Isaac Wayne, himself the son of an Irish immigrant who had successfully established the Waynes as a prosperous farming family in southeastern Pennsylvania during the mid eighteenth century. Although Isaac Wayne had hoped that Anthony would secure the family a place among the region's gentlemen farmers, Anthony was far more interested in warfare than agriculture. As the first skirmishes of the Seven Years' War (1756-1763) gave way to full-scale warfare, Isaac Wayne would take command of a militia company while Anthony's fascination with war continued. The story of the Wayne family's experience during the Seven Years' War offers an example of Stockwell's narrative skill at its finest. In addition to establishing Anthony Wayne's background and motivations, Stockwell provides her readers with an overview of the significance of that war as it related to later events in Ohio. She also cleverly weaves in George Washington's role in initiating the hostilities in Pennsylvania, intertwining the lives of George Washington and Anthony Wayne while Wayne was still a child, and further associating him with the most significant actors of the country's founding.
As a young man, Anthony Wayne would become a provincial gentleman of the British Empire -at least in education and manners. Still averse to farming, he accepted a position in the respectable field of surveying. A commission in the British military would have been prohibitively expensive. Following a stint working in Nova Scotia for another prominent American, Benjamin Franklin, Wayne returned to Pennsylvania to don the ill-fitting suit of the gentleman farmer as tensions with Britain escalated. Stockwell presents Wayne's experiences in the Revolutionary War in tasteful flashbacks, linking ongoing events in the 1790s to Wayne's memories of the earlier war while he waits to depart for Ohio. For example, in the wake of the marquis de Lafayette's introduction of the Declaration of the Rights of Man in France (1789) and the radical turn of the French Revolution, Stockwell's narrative shifts to describe Wayne's partnership with Lafayette and the pair's role in the pivotal Battle of Yorktown (1781) that led to the surrender of British General Cornwallis's army and the eventual cessation of hostilities. Although some readers may be disappointed that the action of the American Revolution is not at the centre of the main narrative, Stockwell's creative approach maintains Wayne's final campaign in Ohio as the biography's primary focus. In Unlikely General, Mary Stockwell has made a strong case that room remains in the crowded genre of American Revolutionary-era biography for a fresh, well-written offering based on sound research. Her decision to emphasize the role Wayne played in the familiar political and military networks of George Washington and Henry Knox means that Stockwella specialist in First Nations history -sometimes misses opportunities to delve more deeply into the complex dynamics at play between the United States, European powers, and First Nations in the Ohio Country. Despite this quibble, Stockwell's book is an admirable accomplishment that will appeal to the general reader who appreciates an engaging biography of an often overlooked actor from the United States' founding period. In 1831, Antione Lacour sued Valery Landry for shooting his horses "without cause or provocation" (139). Lacour had failed to keep his horses fenced, Landry said in defense. They had frightened Landry's cattle and damaged his crops. Finding for the plaintiff, the court ordered Landry to pay ninety dollars in damages. The case intrigues because Lacour, a propertied free Black man, convinced an all-white southern court to side with him against a white neighbour.
Vanderbilt University professor Kimberly M. Welch explores this and more than 1,000 other cases to learn why, how, and with what success Black people turned to lower courts in the Natchez district of Mississippi and Louisiana to claim monetary damages or other redress of grievances for perceived wrongs. Her findings chronicle a wide range of legal actions taken by Blacks to resolve conflicts over property ranging from horses to land and slaves. They also sought to collect damages for assault, to enforce labour contracts, and to recover back wages. At least ninety Black people lent money to others, and some sued when debts went unpaid. Well over one hundred people sought freedom for themselves or family members. Free Blacks also used the courts to define and protect family relationships through such measures as registering marriages, probating wills, and transferring property to children and other family members.
Not everyone who initiated a suit prevailed, but the courts did not exclude cases because of the litigant's race. Although white southerners
